Abstract Literary testimony combines the pragmatic function of attesting to historical events with the aesthetic function that becomes marked after their function as testimony has become redundant. Whereas the social identity of the target audience addressed impinges upon the shape of the work, the features of the address may be part of the work's abiding aesthetic value. The shape of the work is also sometimes affected by the need to circumvent the hurdle audience, that is, official or unofficial censorship that can obstruct its accessibility to the target audience. With the help of brief references to Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn and Anatolii Zhigulin, this essay shows how the address to the target audience and the circumvention of the hurdle audience can influence the shape of works of testimony. It then turns to the complex relationship between the target audience and the general reader in the Gulag stories of Varlam Shalamov.
Twentieth-century literature contains a vast corpus of literary works that also function as firsthand historical testimony. These include the wellknown Holocaust narratives, 1 the writings of Gulag survivors, such as VarThis essay had an earlier and shorter Russian version, ''Lagernaia literatura i ee chitatel'' (''Camp Literature and Its Reader''), which appeared in volume 8 of Slavic Almanach: The South African Yearbook for Slavic, Central, and East European Studies (2002) . Work on the expanded version was supported by the Israel Science Foundation (grant no. 435/04). 1. See Langer 1975; Ezrahi 1980; and Rosenfeld 1980 for groundbreaking studies of this corpus. lam Shalamov (the focus of this article) and Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn as well as Evegenia Ginzburg, Julius Margolin, Gustav Herling Hrudzinsky, Andrée Sentaurens, and Anatolii Zhigulin. 2 A theoretical basis for the study of literary texts that double as testimony must include a consideration of the types of audiences they address-in particular, the target audience and what I shall propose to call the hurdle audience.
Poetics Today
If works of art, whether in architecture or literature, can be regarded as multifunctional objects in which the aesthetic and the pragmatic functions become marked at different moments of reception (see Mukařovský 1970: 7) , literary texts that also function as testimony to atrocities are such objects par excellence. Their pragmatic function is witness bearing. This function is temporary: it becomes redundant as soon as other sources of information become available. At this point, paradoxically, the artistic function of the works, what enables their readability sub specie aeternitatis-by the general reader-stops competing with the pragmatic function and begins to support it.
The Target Audience and the Hurdle Audience A work's target is the social, national, or cultural audience that the writer can reasonably expect will constitute his or her immediate contemporary readership. This readership, actual no less than postulated, usually shares the writer's cultural code (see Barthes 1974: 18-19) and is, in this respect though perhaps not in others, in a position to appreciate the shades of the text's meanings without extratextual aids, such as annotations, readers' guides, history books, etc. 3 At the same time, the first reading of a work by the target audience represents that stage of reception in which the pragmatic rather than the aesthetic function of the work is marked.
The hurdle is likewise a segment of the work's contemporary readership but one that can impede access of the target audience to the work. The notion of the hurdle audience is needed because it is broader than the notion of censorship. Practically every work of Soviet literature had to survive a series of editorial readings and discussions on its way to publication; 4 few or none 2. The works of these authors as well as other testimonies from the Gulag are discussed in Toker 2000. 3. This regularity does not quite apply to the target audience of literary testimony about social institutions that develop codes of their own: part of the impact of Shalamov's stories is associated with the reader's learning, often through repeated shocks, that the cultural codes of the world of concentration camps are radically different from those outside the barbed wire. This difference is also one of the central points of the late-life memoir of Jacques Rossi (2000) , author of the invaluable reference work The Gulag Handbook (1989 Handbook ( [1987 ). 4. For reports on such meetings, see Solzhenitsyn 1975: 44-48, 51, 93-96, 150-54. of the promoters of the stagnation-period political correctness who participated in these purgatorial discussions would actually be on the payroll as censors. The history of world literature can supply other examples of hurdle audiences, including heads of families who controlled the purchase or lending-library loan of books. The ambiguities of the so-called Aesopian language discussed by Lev Loseff (1984) were one way of dealing with state and household control of the circulation of literature; Jane Austen's ''cover stories'' (Gilbert and Gubar 1979: 146-83) were another.
Indeed, the hurdle audience can be appeased either through decoy or camouflage, or through self-censorship. The former was successfully practiced in Solzhenitsyn's One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (1962) . This novella, practically the first systematic evocation of life in the Gulag to force its way into publication in the Soviet Union, incorporates a well-written account of the protagonist getting carried away with his work as a bricklayer: to Solzhenitsyn's hurdle audience, this sounded like a paean to productive labor, an in-camp extension of the work exploits of the builders of communism-a standard theme of official Soviet literature. To the second method, that of self-censorship, Solzhenitsyn took recourse both in preparing the final version of Ivan Denisovich and, most massively, in reducing the particularly subversive material from The First Circle while he was still harboring the hope (a vain one, at the time) of publishing his novel in the Soviet Union. As a result, The First Circle now exists in two quite distinct versions, the eighty-seven-chapter 1968 version, in which Volodin's secret phone call, leading to his arrest, is associated with the incipient persecution of the doctors (defamed as ''murderers in white gowns''), and the uncensored ninetysix-chapter 1978 version, in which this phone call pertains to Stalin's pursuit of American nuclear secrets. The self-censorship thus involved not only the removal of portions of the text-for instance, in the chapters dealing with Stalin-but also changes in the portrayal of characters and in the ethical significance of their choices. As a result, the two versions of the novel coexist not only as competing, but also as mutually complementary works; each has its own felicities and its own flaws (see Toker 2000: 196-200) .
In his book on the Aesopian language, Lev Loseff claims that censorship provided a challenge to which Russian writers could respond artistically. Pegasus, if we believe Alexander Pope's ''Essay on Criticism'' (pt. 1, lines 86-87), is ''like a generous horse,'' which ''shows most true mettle when you check his course.'' This may be true in some cases, but in others the insincerity involved in getting around a hurdle may become an impediment to the artistic effect of the work.The moral-psychological turmoil of the writer Anatolii Kuznetsov (1929 Kuznetsov ( -1979 began after his consent to politically motivated cuts and changes in his first novella, Sequel to a Legend (1957) . These changes were demanded as the condition for publication. Later, in 1966, the similarly censored and self-censored publication of Kuznetsov's documentary tale Babii Yar in the journal Yunost' brought him instantaneous international fame, yet one of the major reasons for his defection to England in 1969 was his wish to publish the unabridged version of this work. 5 An even more striking example of the imprint of the hurdle audience on the shape of a work of literary testimony is the rather famous impassioned narrative called Black Stones (Chernye kamni ) by the Gulag survivor Anatolii Zhigulin. ''I am the last poet of Stalin's Kolyma,'' wrote Zhigulin (1989: 160) , ''what I do not say will remain unsaid.'' And yet his chapters dealing with his imprisonment in the camp of Butugychag are strangely disconcerting and seemingly self-contradictory: why, for instance, does the authorial persona prefer digging granite to holding lighter jobs, why does he attempt an escape a short time before the end of his prison term? 6 The text also contains a profusion of descriptive details about the soil and the production site, details that do not seem to be clearly motivated and that bulge from the smooth surface of the narrative. Only later, in a 1996 article published in the Frankfurt Russian-language journal Grani, did Zhigulin provide the one detail that solved the riddles: contrary to the readers' expectations, the Butugychag mine was not a gold mine, like most mines in Kolyma, or a silver mine; it was a uranium mine and one where prisoners had to work without any safety precautions. In 1988, this information could still not pass the hurdle. For Zhigulin, the hurdle of censorship was incarnated in the nice lady editor who actually disliked all these boring particulars. The descriptive details of the episode were meant for the geologists among the target audience; they would recognize the testimonial allusion to the uranium ore in the silvery hues of the soil. These days, however, the fact that Butugychag was a uranium mine is common knowledge. 7 The problematic passages in Zhigulin's book are testimony not so much to the use of slave labor in those killing sites as to his, the survivor's, feelings of guilt for the men, mainly Ukrainians, who perished there-Ukrainian is, Zhigulin says, the language of his nightmares. 8 These passages are also indirect testimony 5. It is, indeed, instructive to read the English translation by David Floyd of Babi Yar: A Document in the Form of a Novel (Kuznetsov 1970) , where the materials censored out of the 1966 version are printed in boldface type. 6. These and other real and apparent inconsistencies of the narrative are discussed in detail in Gorchakov 1989; see also the response of M. Korallov (1989) in the same issue of Voprosy literatury. 7. Interesting photographs of the abandoned sites of this and other camps have been published in Bardach and Gleeson 1998 (after p. 172) . 8. Uneducated prisoners liked the seemingly soft job in the uranium processing plant-they knew nothing of radiation disease until it was too late.
to the ambiguous state of Soviet culture in the early years of glasnost, when so much was already allowed and so much else still forbidden. And they are also an example of a clash between the pragmatic function of the narrative as testimony and its aesthetic function, a clash from which the latter emerges meaningfully impaired, what with the complexity of the speaker's attitude to the work and the fellow workers in the deadly mine getting muted by Aesopian circumlocutions.
Whereas the hurdle audience wields considerable, if temporary, social authority (the power of Zhigulin's hurdle audience lasted but a few short years after the publication of Black Stones), the target audience, which activates the function of the works as attesting to historical events, remains literarily rather than legally empowered: though often invoked in historical studies, literary testimony cannot be used as evidence in the trials of the perpetrators of crimes. In the case of Ka-Tzetnik, for example, it is not his books on Nazi camps, such as his pioneering novel Sunrise over Hell (published in Hebrew under the title Salamandra in 1946 9 ), but his personal testimony in court that was needed at the trial of Adolf Eichmann. The main features of the target audience are usually encoded in the morphology of the works themselves and can be defined epistemologically and ethically. In the case of Gulag literature, each individual work is addressed to an audience that commands a specific amount of information about Soviet labor camps and holds specific attitudes toward this institution. Both these features of the actual readership likewise turned out to be relatively short-lived: tellingly, the interest in Solzhenitsyn's Gulag works, including his monumental The Gulag Archipelago: An Experiment in Literary Investigation, eventually waned in post-perestroika Russia, mainly because their testimony had been assimilated, corrected, complemented, and pushed off the public agenda by further revelations.
Yet the rhetoric of the narratives' address to their erstwhile target audience need not lose its aesthetic effectiveness after the narratives shed their consciousness-raising urgency. In the 1970s, when The Gulag Archipelago first hit the bookshelves abroad, its readers often felt apologetic for enjoying its artistic qualities since the primary response to its material was expected to be ethical and educational. Now that this book has no more novelty value (though it continues to warn its readers of the possible recidivistic tendencies of history), its aesthetic function can receive the appreciation that it merits-in the light of its initial and abiding ethical aims and its no longer operative sociopolitical function.
Though twenty-first-century readers can no longer identify with the tar-9. On the complex significance of the original title, see Szeintuch 2005. get audience of The Archipelago, their imaginative reconstruction of that audience, on the basis of Solzhenitsyn's rhetoric, becomes an important aspect of his book's total artistic effect. The gradual marshaling of the facts, from the lighter to the heavier, the skillful alternation of first-and third-person discourse with second-person address, the strategically timed corrections of the implied misinformation and ignorance, the systematic account of the underside of the Soviet history taught in school, the gradually intensifying attacks on rooted beliefs (for instance, that some of the prisoners deserved their punishment or that the Russians who had fought on the German side during World War II were the scum of the earth for whom no circle of hell was too harsh)-all these techniques show that the target audience is envisioned as consisting of the mass products of Soviet education. The book also takes advantage of the conspiracy alertness that had been inculcated in Soviet citizens by Stalinist propaganda but skillfully turns the tables and presents the state monopoly on information (see Richards 1985: 149) as a huge if threadbare conspiracy to keep the supposedly happy slaves in a blissful bubble. Of course, few of the slaves were ever happy, and the bubble was seldom blissful; yet one can reasonably maintain that the awakening called the Second Russian Revolution was in a considerable measure stimulated by books such as The Gulag Archipelago.
The composition of The Gulag Archipelago was not affected by the hope of publication in the totalitarian Soviet Union. This means that the primary target audience would consist not of every benighted Soviet reader but (in addition to the foreign readership) of the audience who had and would care to have access to the samizdat, to foreign publications, or to foreign radio broadcasts. Indeed, in the 1970s and the early 1980s, this audience included two major groups whose unseen presence as Solzhenitsyn's addressees has left its imprint on the consciousness-raising strategies of his book.
The larger of the two groups consisted of those members of the intelligentsia whose minds were a priori sufficiently open to unaccustomed facts and ideas, if only because they were dissatisfied with what the schools and the Soviet media allowed them to know: Innokenty Volodin in Solzhenitsyn's novel The First Circle is a fictional representative of this type of reader. As Solzhenitsyn could well have predicted, such a target audience was friendly; it was relatively readily sensitized, guided, helped along, drawn into complicity. The expectation of exactly this kind of response is encoded in the text of the book-in the rhetoric of implicating the reader through the alternation of first-and second-person discourse but also, and mainly, in the absence of hurdle-audience decoys. Indeed, The Gulag Archipelago is quite free from the smuggling games with the censorship that charac-terized so much of the officially published Soviet literature of the 1960s and 1970s.
But samizdat typescripts, foreign publications, and foreign radio broadcasts were, as Solzhenitsyn well knew, also accessible to another social group, namely, the Soviet government and KGB officials, the apparatchiks, some of whom would be given (or allowed) to read subversive works ex officio, on the know-thy-enemy principle. Because The Gulag Archipelago was meant to be published abroad, the servants of the regime would be powerless to censor it. Their place would be, emphatically, within the target audience rather than in the hurdle audience. Arguably, it is they who are the main target of Solzhenitsyn's call for Russia's repentance for its recent crimes against its own people; the call is, however, addressed to all readers since, according to Solzhenitsyn, everyone is implicated in these crimes. The book systematically pursues two points: one, no prisoners in the camps, in the socalled ''zone,'' deserved the kind of suffering inflicted on them, and, two, no adults in the ''larger zone,'' the rest of the country, were free from blame for that suffering. This double theme of the book targeted the apparatchik readers most directly. One of the twentieth-century legends that may well, for all we know, be based on reality, is that a high-ranking party official by the name of Mikhail Gorbachev was profoundly affected by his reading of The Gulag Archipelago.
To exemplify other relationships between the address to the author's contemporary audience and features of abiding aesthetic value, I shall now discuss three stories by Varlam Shalamov, ''Bread,'' ''Galina Pavlovna Zybalova,'' and ''The Necklace of Princess Gagarin.'' ''Bread'': From Target Audience to the General Reader Dated 1956, ''Bread,'' belongs to the earliest of Shalamov's works written after his return from the camp kingdom of Kolyma in 1953. This was the most fruitful period of his postcamp life, when the urgency to bear witness affected his choice of incidents to recount and when the process of composition involved a turbulent emotional reliving of past events. His target audience consisted both of the readers who had been in the camps and would not need explanations and of those who had been spared imprisonment and would have difficulties understanding the radical influence of chronic and usually lethal starvation on the moral climate of the camps. The former were the addressees of his implicit call on all survivors-however ordinary or weak-to present their own testimony (see ''Through the Snow,'' the sketch that opens the cycle ''Kolyma Tales''). The responses of the latter, the noninitiated, their expectations, shocks, reprieves, changes of perspective are encoded in the structure of Shalamov's stories as well as in their sequence. 10 For almost a decade, this target audience was virtual rather than actual. Shalamov's stories were first composed as ''desk-drawer'' literature, that is, as works which the authors had no hope of publishing in the Soviet Union and which were, therefore, destined, in the best case, to remain in a desk drawer (a stagnation-period metaphor for less-standard receptacles as well) and to be read only by a closed circle of trusted friends. In the worst case, the desk drawer could be pried open by the KGB, with unpredictable consequences for oneself and others: that eventuality the author had to take into account, which was part of the reason for the fictionalization of the names of the characters. The urgent ethical motivation for the writing of the stories was associated with their pragmatic function as at least archival testimony: what the author had seen and gone through had to be kept from oblivion. The indefinite deferral of the publication of the works may have acted as a stimulus for the search for artistic perfection, that is, for the address not to a target audience with a specific set of interests but to the general reader. However, this putative motivation can go only part of the way toward accounting for the quality of Shalamov's stories. He wrote because he was a writer, and he wrote works of abiding artistic merit because he was a highly gifted artist.
For a brief while, in the early 1960s, especially after the publication of Solzhenitsyn's bombshell novella, Shalamov hoped to be able to publish his stories; they were, however, much too truthful for the politics of Khrushchev's ''thaw.'' Yet, from the editorial offices that rejected them, the stories leaked into the samizdat, the unofficial circulation of typescripts that started in Khrushchev's period. Samizdat readers avidly absorbed the forbidden fruit; they often got the texts for a very short time, read them through the night, and responded with a storm of emotion. Their heightened and hasty consumption of earlier inaccessible texts can in some ways be compared to that of the readership of the early glasnost years, with the essential difference that the later readers no longer ran the risk of reprisals for their reading lists.
For a fuller appreciation of Shalamov's early stories, the general reader should imaginatively reenact the experience of his initial target audience. ''Bread,'' for instance, is an account of a famished prisoner's single day of 10. On the reader-response aspect of Shalamov's story cycles, see Toker 2000: 156-76 . Although in his 1971 letter to I. P. Sirotinskaia Shalamov (1989: 58) claimed that his stories were ''slaps in the face of Stalinism,'' his stories, unlike Solzhenitsyn's texts, do not seem to be oriented toward changing the attitudes of his former persecutors. work in a bakery; it also is a testimony to the way in which a bakery functioned in Kolyma's capital Magadan. On the first reading, stepping into the shoes of Shalamov's target audience, we absorb this material as a sort of ethnographic testimony while also vicariously enjoying the protagonist's lucky break. Eventually, however, we can move to the position of the general reader, who activates the aesthetic function of the narrative: external references then turn into motifs, that is, building blocks of an artistic construct, and the motifs of this particular story arrange themselves into semantic sets clustering around the theme of the prisoners' optimal exploitation of severely limited possibilities.
Thus, at the beginning we are told how the piece of herring that one gets every second day is to be eaten (slowly, with skin and bones) and how the most is made of the daily bread rations: they should be savored, like candy, as soon as they are received in the morning.The foreman of the bakery (well versed in camp codes) has a few seconds to choose two workers from the column of prisoners: he too wants to use the situation to the best advantage and get people who are not too weak to work and who will not steal or cause intrigue. When the foreman offers his two borrowed workers secondrate bread with their tea, the stoker, a former prisoner, throws the treat into the fire and brings the slaves a loaf of the best white bread. They protest against the destruction, saying that they could have taken the other loaf to the barracks in the evening, but the stoker promises to supply them with more bread to take back. After long starvation, one must not eat too much at once: the optimization of the lucky break means that the quality of the bread should be improved in preference to increasing its quantity. At the end of the day, the two prisoners do bring bread to the barracks; the protagonist shares his with his neighbors-for once, he seems to be no longer hungry. Yet at night he keeps dreaming of bread and of the mischievous face of the stoker who is throwing a loaf into the fire. This subversion of the Gospel parable of the loaves and fishes doubles here as a variant of the typical oneiric, self-tantalization of the chronically starving while also suggesting that, though done to the advantage of the two prisoners (who get the higher-calorie bread instead of the loaf that the stoker throws into the fire), the burning of bread is nonetheless a sacrilege.
The status of this story as realistic fiction or as factography (in this case, as a faithfully autobiographical narrative) is blurred. 11 The story is written in the first person and, as we learn from external sources, is based on Shalamov's own experience during his stay in the typhoid quarantine in 11. On the difference between the ''realistic'' and the ''factographic'' modes, see Toker 1997: 189-94. Magadan. Yet the effect may have been enhanced by modifying or recombining autobiographical details. Indeed, the theme of optimization within the story may be seen as irradiating upon its mode, what with the fictionalized artistic product achieving the economy and the coherence that actual experience usually lacks. The very interpenetration of the narrative modes is, as it were, nested in the material itself. The identity of the protagonistnarrator is ''floated'' (not anchored in a documented name or otherwise identified with the author) 12 : we know nothing of him except his being not a criminal convict but one of the millions of starved intellectual victims of Stalinist purges. This vagueness of reference does not merely preclude the possibility of verification; it also suggests that the experience described was typical. Some other two prisoners would be sent to work in the bakery the next day, and still others the day after: each of the narrative details might be literally true of the experience of one of them. And since the story includes few or no idiosyncratic touches, its narrative details may be perceived as representative-serial, as it were.
The target audience accepts these details as attesting to a typical or typifying aspect of the Kolyma camp kingdom. After the story's function as testimony is exhausted, the general reader can appreciate its thematic coherence, its rhetoric of recurrent motifs channeling the flow of the data, as artistic achievement. In the experience of the same reader, it may well be that the attesting function of the story is marked while reading ''for the facts'' and is then partly displaced by the appreciation of the story's artistic merit on prolonged attention. One of the potential effects of Shalamov's stories is that of the aesthetic education of the target audience, turning consumers of literary testimony into its custodians.
''Galina Pavlovna Zybalova'': Desk-Drawer Literature and the General Reader During the 1960s and 1970s, hundreds of thousands of Soviet readers scrutinized the pages of the journals Yunost' and Novyi mir in search of what was ''getting through,'' often mistaking minor victories in the game with the hurdle audience for artistic achievement. One of the reasons for the enduring appeal of Varlam Shalamov's works is that they do not depend on this game.
It seems, moreover, that in the 1970s his new narratives no longer leaked to the samizdat circulation, which narrowed their initial target audience even further. His last cycle of stories, ''The Glove or KT-2'' (KT stands 12. On ''floated'' reference, see Hrushovski 1984: 244-50. for ''Kolyma Tales''), must again have been written ''into the drawer''-for some future general reader who might be equally receptive to his testimony and his narrative art.
The story ''Galina Pavlovna Zybalova'' belongs to this cycle. It was written in 1970-71, when, aging and sick, Shalamov was filling in the gaps in his earlier testimony: his virtual audience was expected to have read his early ''Kolyma Tales'' and to have come prepared to collate and contextualize the new information. Unlike ''Bread,'' this story is characterized by anchored rather than floated referentiality. The protagonist-narrator bears the author's own name, which suggests a factographic mode: 13 what the story testifies to is not only iterative regularities, as in ''Bread,'' but also singulative facts about specific people and events. The specificity of reference is emphasized by the narrator's remark that ''Zybalov'' is not a common name like Ivanov, Petrov, or Smirnov; it is ''a metropolitan name'' (309). 14 The identities of the characters are no longer serial: they are not types but individuals-the reader has the impression that their existence could in principle be verified. Thirty years after the narrated events, these people can hardly be put in jeopardy by Shalamov's use of their real names. By contrast, the fact that in ''Bread'' the characters are anonymous and that in many of Shalamov's other early stories characters' names seem to be fictionalized suggests not only that the events narrated there were essentially iterative, that they would fall to the lot of many victims of the camps. As noted above, this fact may also be read as an acknowledgment, the only one in Shalamov's early stories, of the dangers presented by the hurdle audience: in the 1950s and the early 1960s, the survivors still had to be protected from the Soviet authorities; in the 1970s, the veterans were less vulnerable.
The first-person protagonist of ''Galina Pavlovna Zybalova'' is a prisoner who is fortunate enough to be taken out of the mines and assigned the job of a janitor in the chemical laboratory managed by a free contract employee, the title character of the story. One of the dramas of the story consists in his tired brain's attempt to recollect where he had encountered her last name before.
The story foregrounds its referentiality in other ways as well. It is explicitly set at a specific historical juncture: in 1941-42, when, because of the war effort, political prisoners were sometimes entrusted with physically lighter and more responsible jobs in the camp industry. Moreover, the narrator seems to use every opportunity to digress from the main plot of the story 13. The names of the author and the first-person character-narrator are a necessary feature of what Philippe Lejeune (1989: 4) calls ''the autobiographical pact.'' 14. References to ''Galina Pavlovna Zybalova'' pertain to the text of the story as it appears in Shalamov 1998, vol. 2. The translations are mine.
into testimony about the camps: digressiveness rather than thematic coherence is marked in this narrative, as if to enhance its attesting function. The story makes numerous generalized statements about the habits of theft in the camps, the attitudes of the prisoners to the life of the free employees, the danger of renewing old acquaintances, and the dubious right of giving advice. It also presents autobiographical data and some important historical facts of which the author was a close witness and of which he wishes to leave a record, for example, sociological details pertaining to the construction of the huge chemical plant of Berezniki in the Urals in the early 1930s. Other ''digressions'' from the main line of the story include pointed references to the specific instances of camp atrocities which he had written about in his earlier narratives; 15 the recycling of memories, with varying amounts of particulars and varying pitches of emotional involvement, is typical of Shalamov's artistic testimony. 16 The repetition, often involving minor discrepancies, may suggest that the internal processing of the events is not over after their first recounting. In the absence of supporting testimony of other witnesses to the same events, it may also constitute a kind of self-corroboration.
In ''Galina Pavlovna,'' the information presented in the digressions seems to be held together by associations in the narrator's imperfect memory. The kind of coherence or closure that was achieved by minimizing detail in ''Bread'' is not in evidence: little effort seems to have been made to shape the material into any sort of unified whole; no effort seems to have been made to obtain epilogue-type information about the remoter future of the characters.
Yet even though its digressiveness, paucity of plot, and lack of closure clash with conventional expectations from ''a good story,'' the narrative has a haunting aesthetic and intellectual effect; it produces a strange sense of understated profundity, of the unsaid impinging upon the said, of unfinished business on the part of the writer as well as on the part of the audience-the readers need to pause, think, reread. The pragmatic and the aesthetic functions of the story blend, challenging the target audience to 15. For example, in ''The Green Procurator,'' Shalamov had already told the story of a police operative cutting off a seemingly dead fugitive's hands for fingerprint evidence of recapture; the fugitive, however, was not dead and made it back to the camp as a dreadful handless apparition. The operative then led him away, obviously to his death, away from witnesses. This very officer appears in ''Galina Pavlovna Zybalova'': he is berated by the title character for missing political training sessions, and this is what makes him feel guilty. 16. This is also characteristic of Primo Levi's corpus-compare the story of Lorenzo in If This Is a Man (1987a: 125-28) and Moments of Reprieve (1987b: 147-60) . Return to the same episodes, with different amounts of emotional investment and narrative expansion, is also typical of Ka-Tzetnik. shift its attention from the factual content of the story to its poetics. One of the techniques that accounts for this effect is metatestimony, that is, selfreflexive thematization of the workings of memory; another is self-reflexive allegorization of the plot; a third is the presence of semantic sets, that is, details forming several related strands of a semantic continuum.
Metatestimony pertains to the episode where, in an hour of urgent need, an exhausted prisoner's memory produces the spasmodically sought detail from its mysterious archives.The protagonist manages to recollect where he had encountered the name Zybalov-in the Urals in 1929-31, when he was serving his first prison sentence. 17 Yet his brain is ravaged by chronic starvation; his memory is faulty; it trails minor errors; unconsciously, it reshapes, recombines, fictionalizes: What has remained imprecise in the protagonist's memory are marginal particulars (not so marginal, however, to the people involved): a friend's patronymic, the exact age of a little girl, the hue and the material of her coat. 18 Yet even if we believe that the writer's memory has retained core realities rather than humdrum details, these realities do not remain unquestioned. The protagonist-narrator fails to follow two of his own generalized principles on what should or should not be done-in the camps and in the writing about them. He is shown making an exception to his entrenched rule of not reminding his camp bosses of his acquaintance with them in previous years: he does attempt to remind Galina Pavlovna of their former contacts, of his participation in a study group conducted by her father. He also departs from his aesthetic dictum, made in the dialogue cited below, 19
17. This stage of Shalamov's life is described in the story cycle ''Vishera'' (Shalamov 1998, vol. 2 ''I thought that you writers . . .'' ''The trouble with Russian literature, Galina Pavlovna, is that it interferes in other people's business, directs other people's destinies, expostulates about issues on which it does not understand anything, while it has no right to poke into moral problems, to condemn, while it knows nothing and does not wish to know anything.'' ''All right. Then I'll tell you a tale, and you will evaluate it as a literary work. I take all the responsibility for convention, or for realism-which seem to me the same thing.'' ''Fine. Let us try the tale.'' Galina Pavlovna promptly delineated one of the most banal triangle schemas, and I advised her not to leave her husband. (319) As the dialogue shows, Galina Pavlovna turns to the protagonist for advice not because he is an experienced Kolyma veteran and not because he knew her father and can be invested with a paternal role. She asks his advice because he is a writer. She thus acts in accord with the Russian intelligentsia's traditional reliance on the superior moral wisdom of literature and its makers. His advice proves to be right-paradoxically, not on traditional moral but on practical grounds: Galina Pavlovna loses her job because of her romance with a married man. Having asked a writer for advice, she does not heed it, whether because she misinterprets its genre or because love is, anyway, not a matter of choice: allegorically speaking, literature is a poor guide amid real-life passions and predicaments. Nor is the advice disinterested: well versed in Gulag ways, the protagonist is fearful of changes. Rightly so: Galina Pavlovna's removal ends his reprieve, his easy job in the laboratory, and throws him back into the mines.
The story thus subverts its own ''messages'': the protagonist-narrator believes that literature should testify but not teach, yet he does ''teach'' when requested. What he teaches turns out to be more true to fact than what he is shown remembering. Nevertheless, none of the lessons in the story is learned; life is, apparently, all about making one's own mistakes. This too, however, is a mild (sub)version of Epaminondas's paradox-nothing one can say is totally true; there are exceptions to all regularities; and the most desperately motivated remembering is error-ridden. The agenda of self-corroboration by twice-told tales in inset digressions thus clashes with the agenda of self-refutation.
Shalamov's self-refutation enters into an interplay with the explicit denial and implicit corroboration of his story in the letter Galina Pavlovna gets from her father, a purge victim sentenced to exile:
''As to Shalamov, I do not know and do not remember him. I conducted such study groups for twenty years in exile, wherever I was. I conduct them now too. The letter is an example of talking to a double audience. The target audience is the recipient's daughter, and the hurdle audience is the secret police that is fully expected to read the correspondence of the people who are serving their terms in exile. It is to that hurdle audience that Pavel Zybalov addresses his twofold denial of Shalamov (''I do not know and do not remember him''). It is also for its benefit that he seems to be suggesting that his Komsomol daughter should treat Shalamov with the same severity with which she would have treated her exiled Menshevik father. The daughter herself has a different understanding of the clues, and her first endeavor is actually to upgrade Shalamov's employment in her laboratory.
In the past, Zybalov had given Shalamov some useful advice, which Shalamov had failed to abide by-just as Galina Pavlovna fails to follow Shalamov's advice to herself. Advice and failure to take it (even when the advice is requested) form a prominent semantic set of the story, especially in view of the protagonist's shaky principle that writers (or literature) should not give advice. While denying acquaintance with Shalamov, Zybalov also sends a message of advice to Shalamov himself: ''beware of connections.'' This advice is redundant: Shalamov has known the rule for a long time, even though he failed to follow it. Indeed, an earlier part of the narrative reminds the reader of Shalamov's story ''The Lawyers' Plot,'' set in the end of 1938, just before the fall of N. I. Ezhov as the head of the secret police and the accession of Lavrenty Beria. In order to continue the witch hunt that had raged in the country since 1934 and had reached its apogee in Kolyma in 1938, a Kolyma police official invents a prisoners' conspiracy, betrayed, as it were, by a high-ranking judge's attempt to help his former colleague among the prisoners.The two men being lawyers suffices as a semantic continuum which is then extended to all the prisoners with legal education. And so all the former lawyers and law students among the prisoners are rounded up and brought to Magadan for trial, which is only aborted by the change of guard in the Kremlin 20 and the subsequent fall of the Kolyma boss whose poesy has thus flowered from one germinal connection.
It is from another text of Shalamov's that I have borrowed the ironic use of ''poesy'' for the Stalinist police interrogators' inventions. In ''The Necklace of Princess Gagarin,'' Shalamov mentions a prisoner, Dr. Mirolyubov, who has not been interrogated for more than two months after his arrest: the investigators, ''the poets from the NKVD'' (202), 21 are obviously engaged in some artistry of their own. One may surmise that they are planning massive psychological pressure on him or else that they are filing him for use in some future semantic continuum whose other victims may still be at large. It should be noted that in Russian the word for wit, ostroumie, does not necessarily trail in the English (Lockean) connotation of joining the disparate: for Shalamov, who could be finely ironic but hardly ever humorous, the secret police plots were characterized not by ostroumie, wit, or jest but by ''poesy,'' an ability to weave fantasy worlds by getting disparate elements of the actual realities yoked together (by violence, if necessary) into politically suitable continua; such ''poesy'' had reached its pinnacle in the show trials of the 1930s. Zybalov's anger at his daughter for drawing the connection between him and Shalamov is probably based on the same understanding of the police procedures that Shalamov himself displays but fails to act on at the beginning of their acquaintance. Zybalov's letter, a remembered document within a piece of documentary prose, is thus enlisted as supporting evidence. If testimony can double as literary art, here a literary techniquethe recurrence of a motif in the main text and in the inset text of a storyis transmuted into a semblance of testimony.
Thus, from an aspect of the story's pragmatic function, testimony turns into a thematized technique. Conversely, the seeming artlessness of testimony is likewise thematized: Shalamov's character portrayal is consciously incomplete; he refuses to impose fictionalizing links on the disparate bit of information about the people he had known. This preference for respectful incompleteness of portraiture is implicitly contrasted with the inventive 20. Interesting details of this change of guard are presented in Parrish 1996: 1-51 (a study of which I was, regrettably, unaware when completing my Return from the Archipelago) and in Parrish 2001. 21 . In the late 1930s, the Soviet political police belonged to and bore the name People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD). References to ''The Necklace of Princess Gagarin'' pertain to the text of the story as it appears in Shalamov 1998, vol In the context of Gulag literature, the discussion of the target and hurdle audiences and the general reader must take into consideration one more type of hurdle audience, namely, the resistant readership of the regime's official scripts. 22 This is, in other words, not the audience of literary testimony about imprisonment but the critical audience (occasionally described by that testimony) of the ''poesy'' of the secret police. In the incapacitation of the regime's potential opponents, the aims pursued included not only denying them influence on their social environment but also impeding their access to information about the state of the country: one of the main forms of intellectual and emotional resistance to imprisonment, therefore, consisted in gathering and processing whatever information filtered into the prisons and camps through, for instance, oral transmission by fellow prisoners. Paradoxically, the insights thus achieved often surpassed what was available to the prisoners prior to their arrests: the time-honored Russian tradition that an intellectual did not qualify without a prison term was thus given a new twist. One of the most systematic accounts of the logical procedures through which the scope of the Great Terror was estimated from inside the prison is given in Alexander Weissberg's The Conspiracy of Silence (1952) . 23 Shalamov's story ''The Necklace of Princess Gagarin'' stages a similar processing of data with reference to a specific case.
As this story suggests, a memorable pastime in the crowded prison cell is listening to fellow prisoners' stories of the striking events in their lives. The protagonist, Dr. Mirolyubov, tells his fellow inmates how, in his student days in prerevolutionary Russia, he found the diamond necklace for which Prince Gagarin had offered a significant reward. Having returned the necklace to the owners and, as befits a youthful idealist, ''such 22. The notion of the ''resistant reader,'' as largely launched, in the feminist context, by Judith Fetterley (1978) , applies to the reader who is critical of the assumptions that first-person narrators make of their audiences. The notion can be fruitfully expanded to any kind of reader who refuses to identify with the ''implied reader,'' the target of the text's rhetoric. In the Soviet context, this resistance, a form of intellectual nonconformity, was most directly political. 23. Weissberg's and his fellow inmates' inferences about the numbers of victims at different stages of the Great Terror were eventually supported by the inferences of a historian based on other calculations (see Rosefielde 1981) . Although Rosefielde's statistics of the number of victims of the camps were eventually challenged (see, for instance, Wheatcroft 1983), they have not been convincingly refuted: the unavailability of even the approximate number of victims is, in itself, eloquent testimony to the iniquity of Stalin's regime. a 'gaudeamus''' (202), 24 having refused the reward, Mirolyubov was welcomed into Prince Gagarin's household, fell in love with his wife, and accompanied his patrons, already as a doctor, on trips abroad. After the revolution, during the civil war, he became the house doctor of the Bolshevik commander Vitovt (Vytautas) Putna, but that was not the same: ''Putna was a good guy but that was not, of course, Prince Gagarin. He did not have something . . . you know. And there was no wife in the picture '' (203) . 25 Although Mirolyubov believes that Putna is at the moment still serving as the military attaché in England, the prisoners Krist and Andreev warn him that his absurd arrest (on the pretext of a house theft) and his languishing in prison are associated with Putna. 26 They turn out to be right. When the interrogations begin, they deal not with the disappearance of a coat from a communal apartment but with a terrorist plot against the government, hatched, as it were, by Putna and his entourage. Mirolyubov, who denies the charge, is eventually shown Putna's own confession to the crime, implicating Kliment Voroshilov (at the time one of Stalin's favorites) and referring to the house doctor Mirolyubov as a potential witness. Mirolyubov has no doubt that the familiar handwriting of that document is authentic and that Putna's hand did not even tremble while penning the deposition. On hearing this, Krist asks Mirolyubov a question that he considers to be of great psychological importance: what was Putna's attitude toward Voroshilov? The answer is ''Putna hated him.'' This illuminates the situation for Krist-and Shalamov's story joins other literary attempts (e.g., Arthur Koestler's Darkness at Noon and, to some extent, Vladimir Nabokov's Invitation to a Beheading) to probe the psychological roots of the victims' collaboration in the staging of the Grand Charades. 27 It is well known that the confessions of the victims of the major show trials were extorted by torture, medication, or blackmail, 28 but Shalamov's Krist adds an uncommon 24. The allusion here is to ''rejoice,'' the first word of the international students' hymn ''Gaudeamus igitur / iuvenes dum sumus'' (''Let us, then, rejoice / while we are young''), which has, sadly, fallen into disuse in these days. A Russian intellectual's cultural code would make the implications of calling someone a ''gaudeamus'' transparent: the word would conjure up an earnest life-loving young idealist. 25. In actuality, Putna was married; one can surmise that his wife was less interesting than Princess Gagarin. However, the apparent discrepancy between Mirolyubov's statement and the historical truth may enhance the reader's hesitation about the factographic status of the narrative. 26. Putna had been recalled from London and arrested in August 1936. In the fall of that year, ''there were rumors that a show trial of 'Trotskyist' commanders in the Army was to be held, with Putna in the leading role'' (Conquest 1990: 190) . 27. For interesting new research on the psychology of the actual victims, see Halfin 2003 . 28. Compare Martin Amis's (2002 attempt to extend his imagination to the nature and the scale of these events.
hypothesis to those self-evident explanations: Putna's affidavit came from ''a cold calculation of the doomed.'' This is, Krist says, ''Putna's last battle.You,Valerii Andreevich, are a pawn in this game. Remember Poltava . . . 'To lose one's life, and one's honor with it. To lead enemies along to the scaffold. ' '' 'To lead friends along to the scaffold,' '' corrected Mirolyubov. ''No. 'Friends' was a reading for such as yourself, Valerii Andreevich, my dear 'gaudeamus.' Here the calculation concerns enemies rather than friends.To carry along as many enemies as one can. Friends they will get hold of anyway.' ' (207) Thus, Aleksandr Pushkin's classical poem about treachery, at the end of which the traitor to the czar betrays his friends and accomplices and thus leads them along to the scaffold, is pitted against the police fictions about the treachery of high-ranking officers. The latter is pitted against the prisoners' script about a purge victim's possible correction of Pushkin: the person accused of treachery denounces not his friends but, on the contrary, his enemies, those who have woven the plot against him. As in Jorge Luis Borges's ''Emma Zunz,'' Putna's lies about Voroshilov's treachery are actually a version of the truth, only Voroshilov's treachery is against his fellow officers rather than against Stalin: Voroshilov, indeed, was one of the main agents in Stalin's assault on Putna,Tuchachevsky,Uborevich, Blyucher, and the other Soviet military commanders. 29 By the same token, the accusation of treachery leveled against Putna by the servants of Stalin's regime is not entirely false either: Putna calmly sacrifices Dr. Mirolyubov by implicating him in the affair.
The only advice that Krist can give Mirolyubov is the injunction to testify truthfully since his life is, in any case, not in his own hands: ''If they need your death, you will die. If not, you will be saved'' (207). But, for Mirolyubov, giving truthful testimony is, anyway, a prima facie imperative, whereas Krist seems prepared to have it overruled by practical considerations that, however, seem inoperative in the given case.
As is known, Voroshilov did not fall during Stalin's campaign against major Bolshevik leaders and military commanders. In the framework of the story, this may explain why Mirolyubov escaped with his life and got only a five-year camp sentence: his truthful testimony must have been in line with the mendacious predetermined script of Stalin's police. Refusing to support Putna's false accusations of Voroshilov, he found himself indirectly supporting the false accusations against Putna.
Thus, ''The Necklace of Princess Gagarin'' is to a large extent metatesti-29. They were sentenced to death and executed in the summer of 1937, leaving the Soviet army weakened at the outbreak of World War II.
mony, or testimony about the politics of attesting. It does not claim to offer reliable historical evidence concerning the last days of Vytautas Putna. 30 Its date (1965) coincides with the year of Mirolyubov's death, given in the last sentence: this suggests that the story is factual, especially since Shalamov was known to choose subjects for his stories in response to events that took place at the time of the writing. Yet the dating is added by the editor, I. P. Sirotinskaia, and may well be conjectural. 31 Moreover, the story is not written in the first person but uses a third-person focalizer-Krist, Shalamov's fictionalized alter ego. This technique does not conform to the ''autobiographical pact'' and may, therefore, suggest that the story is fictional or fictionalized and cannot shed light on Putna's case. But then again, the third-person narrative technique may have been chosen because here Krist plays the role of a sage, a role not quite appropriate for the first-person narrator.
The story itself, however, goes on to subvert Krist's status as the wise man. He is shown meeting Mirolyubov again on their way to the Kolyma camps. Mirolyubov has been given a five-year sentence, which at the time was considered light. In Krist's eyes, luck has remained faithful to the finder of Princess Gagarin's necklace: he could just as well have been given a longer term or a death sentence. But Mirolyubov, still somewhat of a ''gaudeamus,'' insists on the prima facie justice that does not really belong to the world of the camps. He still rejects Krist's type of reasoning: what kind of luck is it for a totally innocent person to be sentenced to five years of Kolyma camps? And Krist tacitly and sadly admits a problem with his concept of luck: it is ''all too Russian-to be glad that an innocent was given five years'' (208).
Whereas Dr. Mirolyubov remains identified with the target audience of Soviet justice, with its skillful manipulations of prima facie ethical principles on its rhetorical surface, Krist and his fellow prisoner Andreev (elsewhere presented as his mentor) are resistant readers who can see through this rhetoric. No wonder the regime regarded them as its hurdle audience and sought to imprison and to destroy them by the cold, hunger, and exhaustion at ''hard physical labor'' in the camps. Whereas the real hurdle of censor-30. Robert Conquest (1990: 190) notes that on May 14, 1937, under torture, Putna implicated Tukhachevsky, the main target of the great purge in the army. It may well be that prior to this event he had volunteered statements that would incriminate Voroshilov. Other camp memoirs bear out the plausibility of the psychological situation. Joseph Scholmer (1954: 16) , for instance, writes that during the interrogations in East Germany, he attempted to implicate high-ranking party officials who, he believes, ''would benefit'' from the kind of treatment he was getting in prison. 31. For Sirotinskaia's principles of establishing the dates of composition, see Shalamov 1998, 1:613. ship sought to block the broad public's access to art and information that were considered dangerous, the resistant audience, the experienced exegetes of Soviet codes of language and conduct, sought not to monitor and reduce but to interpret and complete the trickle of data. For such an audience, even the reading of seemingly insipid Khrushchevian or Brezhnevian newspapers could be exciting and bountiful. Its hermeneutic agenda was, however, obstructive, at least in helping them maintain their own intellectual freedom. ''The Necklace of Princess Gagarin'' is not testimony about the last battle of the historical General Putna, whose story is, in any case, presented as a matter of logical hypothesis. The story presents convincing analytic testimony about the different attitudes to the truth and the lies in attesting, to the possibility that the lies might involve profound truth and the truth may support a lie. Literary testimony cannot, indeed, teach the reader, but like all art, it can train the reader's sensibilities. In addition, its pragmatic function involves asking the reader to accept its testimony (or else shoulder the burden of disproof ) while remaining prepared to resist the value-laden interpretive positions that it incorporates or represents.
